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Felicia Zamora
In Still
& in conjure we learn intimate 
molecules heap in design to 
this wide open, let’s all 
stammer as we say everything,
word of worlds; both wide & 
otherwise; word in thalamus 
caught in kingdoms of air, 
thought, & ink requires all & 
nothing of science 
to build inside a body/outside 
a body; we all in string to;
lamps of energy burning & in 
burn. 
To be peasant of language; to 
draw breath & what exhales 
paints us; a new new; say 
swaddle; how the petal devotes 
to flower as flower; how in 
night, first, you hear the leaves 
release from the aspen; how 
the whisper devours you, 
unable   in sun’s westerly crawl 
to forgive the light, when you, 
yes you, in still,  in 
still.  
